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To: info@ombudsman.on.ca

Hello, 

I filed a complaint with the Ombudsman roughly an hour ago.  I do require a reply, and time is of the essence.

Once again, Housing Services is not only acting negligent, they are demonstrating WILLFUL negligence, as they KNOW I
do not have the renewal package they are threatening Me with undue economic duress (and effectively the loss of My
housing), for failing to return to them.

Previous to this, they were also Willfully defaming My Character, insisting that I MUST accept mail addressed to
'VONDEHH, Sean', stating that it is MY legal name, even after being advised it is not the proper legal and lawful Style of
My name (Sean von Dehn), and that the legal person they are asking Me to identify with is defined by Canadian law as a
legal person with NO RIGHTS OF CITIZENSHIP OR FAMILY by the Justice of Canada's terminology and linguistics
databank (https://www.btb.termiumplus.gc.ca/tpv2alpha/alpha-eng.html?lang=eng&i=1&srchtxt=
CAPITIS+DEMINUTIO+MEDIA&index=ent&codom2nd_wet=1#resultrecs).

Finally, all service providers in Canada are bound to the U.N. Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.  The U.N. Covenant
is a legally binding contractual obligation upon Canada, and despite advising these service representatives that they are
trespassing upon My rights under the UNCCPR, they continue to do so WILLFULLY, effectively trespassing upon My right
of self determination and trespassing upon My right to freely dispose of My natural wealth without prejudice to foreign
obligations.  You can find where the Justice of Canada clearly defines that the UNCCPR is a legally binding contractual
obligation upon Canada's service representatives on the Justice of Canada website.

I AM exercising My rights under the UNCCPR of Self determination, and would greatly appreciate if service
representatives in Canada, Ontario and the city of Ottawa would cease to trespass upon My right to freely dispose of My
natural wealth without prejudice to foreign obligations so that I am not subject to bondage and slavery, continually
deprived of My own means of subsistence and subject to these immoral attacks upon My Character and reputation.

These service representatives (which include Ontario Works) are demonstrating Willful disregard to their legally binding
contractual obligations to the inherent rights of Canada's People.

My right of Self determination has been recognized by the Registrar General's office of Canada, please see attachment.

I am suffering more mental and emotional duress than I have ever previously been subject to in My Life, and the threat
from Housing Services provides a deadline of June 18th.  Even though I have advised them I have not received the
package they are threatening Me with, they have failed to respond to My emails, or provide any other relief to provide Me
with assurances I Will not be subject to homelessness as a result of their negligence, which leads Me to believe these
attacks are willful and intentional.

I am also filing a Statement of Claim against them for defamation of My Character under threat of economic duress later
this week.

Thank You,

King Sean,
House of von Dehn,
Hand of Stephen,
Kingdom of God
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